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Jessica Wong, of Fall River, Mass., front left, Jenny Chiang, of Medford, Mass., center, and Sheila Vo, of Boston, from 

the state's Asian American Commission, stand together during a protest, Thursday, March 12, 2020, on the steps of 

the Statehouse in Boston. Asian American leaders in Massachusetts condemned what they say is racism, fear-

mongering and misinformation aimed at Asian communities amid the widening coronavirus pandemic that 

originated in China.(Steven Senne/AP) 

It was the summer of 2019, and I sat with a friend who is a member of a largely white environmentalist group in a 

Southwest London pub. I had gotten to know him over the course of my two years of ethnographic research. My 

work was in the shadow of “Brexit,” and now the election for prime minister was heating up. 

Channel 4 was playing on the television and portrayed the future of Brexit as dependent on the leadership of either 

Jeremy Corbyn or the eventual winner, Boris Johnson. Up to this moment, I understood my friend and his 

environmental associates as die-hard “Remainers.” Turning from the TV, he said, “The only thing that would rally me 

for Brexit would be if there were some cocked up tragedy, you know, some public danger ... you know, like 

foreigners bringing in some exotic disease that catches like wildfire. Then, if that, we should separate from the EU, 

screen people, make visas stringent, close the border, Bob’s your uncle.” 

As he predicted, there’s been a strange shift among my British friends. 



From people once staunchly “liberal” and self-proclaimed “global citizens,” the anxiety and distress has conjured 

forth the yet uncured diseases of nationalism, white racism, xenophobia and Sinophobia. 

For example, one Brit told me over email, “Asians already carry lots of disease. That’s why they’re always wearing 

face masks.” This logic is not unique. In Sheffield, a Chinese student was reportedly verbally and physically harassed 

for wearing a face mask. In a video call, another friend stated that “We shouldn’t be surprised, given all the bat soup 

Chinese people eat. That’s how they spread disease. ... They’re dirty.” 

The evocation of uncleanliness is also far from singular. One viral video of a Chinese woman eating a bat, supposedly 

from Wuhan, became a medium for racist vitriol. Another person told me over email that “Because the Chinese 

people are so blinkered and stick only to themselves, they actually don’t pose much of a risk in spreading the disease 

to white Brits.” And the student newspaper York Vision reported comments on an anonymous confessions website 

that the risk of catching COVID-19 was minimal because Asians are “cliquey and unwilling to integrate.” 

The association of race and disease is a deep reservoir from which those thirsty for direction, answers and meaning 

drink deeply. And long before “race” was even an understood and well-trafficked concept, notions of religious and 

national difference were vehicles for blame. 

As the bubonic plague raged into Europe in the 1340s, many claimed that Jews were responsible by poisoning water 

and food in order to destroy Christian civilization. In the 1500s, varied nations defined syphilis as the disease of other 

nations. Arien Mack, in “In Time of Plague: The History and Social Consequences of Lethal Epidemic Disease,” wrote 

that “For the Germans, it was the French disease; for the French, the Italian disease. ... The Japanese called it the 

disease of the Portuguese, the Persians called it a disease of the Turks, and the Poles the disease of the Russians.” In 

the 1800s in the United States, Irish immigrants, who were not yet called “white,” were blamed for bringing “the 

Irish disease” of cholera. So too, the not-quite-white Italian immigrants to the U.S. were blamed for the 1916 polio 

outbreak in New York City. 

In the 1980s, HIV was often called the “4H” disease as a referent to “Haitians, homosexuals, hemophiliacs and 

heroin” users. In 2003, the SARS outbreak in the U.S. was blamed on Chinese Americans. In 2009, the spread of 

H1N1 (the “swine flu”) was placed at the feet of Mexican Americans. Over 2014-2016, the spread of Ebola in West 

Africa led to a string of anti-African incidents. Yet “mad cow disease,” which primarily affects people in the United 

Kingdom, has yet to be labeled a “white” or “British” disease in the mainstream. Racial and ethnic disease-blaming 

often works in the interests of white people, who are often able to escape the very same labels used to pathologize 

others. 

But the real pandemic may be the link between racism (not race) and disease. As one study notes, “racial minorities 

bear a disproportionate burden of morbidity and mortality. These inequities might be explained by racism, given the 

fact that racism has restricted the lives of racial minorities and immigrants throughout history.” No less than W.E.B. 

Du Bois stated a similar thing in 1906: “The Negro death rate and sickness are largely matters of [social and 

economic] condition and not due to racial traits and tendencies.” 

Until we face up to our own lack of empathy and kindness to others, coupled with a hard look at the white-interests 

of disease-blaming, we will not understand how truly connected and reliant on one another we are, especially when 

we must collectively combat public health crises. 

After all — and perhaps most ironic for Brexiters — the next round of post-Brexit trade talks between the United 

Kingdom and the European Union have now been canceled, due to COVID-19. 
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